Michael Hudson-Medina, B.A., arts administration '02, co-founded the Boyle Heights Youth Orchestra, which was recently featured in the Los Angeles Times. The program provides free music instruction to children ages 6 to 12 who live in the Boyle Heights neighborhood of Los Angeles. After a long career in the arts as a performer and an administrator, Michael discovered that he finds the greatest joy in teaching children.

Alicia Jessop, J.D. '09, is a sports business contributor to Forbes and The Huffington Post. In February, she traveled to New Orleans to cover the Super Bowl. Alicia noted that Bryan Ziebelman, B.A. television and broadcast journalism and B.A. communication studies '11, works as a video operations assistant for the San Francisco 49ers and was also at the Super Bowl. "I think it's safe to say that we are both proud of our alma mater and happy to represent the values of a Chapman student at the Super Bowl," said Alicia.

Lori E. Johnson, B.A. French and social science '02 and MBA '11, works as a customer experience manager for Branding Personalities, a digital marketing firm in downtown Fullerton. She is also on the Board of Directors for the Redlands Shakespeare Festival.

Jeff Levering, B.F.A. broadcast journalism '05, was named as the new radio broadcaster of the Pawtucket Red Sox, the AAA minor league affiliate of the Boston Red Sox.

Danielle (Townley) Lozano, B.S. business administration '07, married Alexander Lozano, B.S. accounting and business administration '07, at the Turnbull Rose in Newport Beach, Calif., on May 27.

Adrienne Malena, B.F.A. theatre and dance '03, is engaged to Jeffrey Cleveland. The couple are getting married in Maui in April. Jeffrey proposed to Adrienne at the top of Eiffel Tower on Thanksgiving in 2012. Adrienne is working in the entertainment industry in Los Angeles, dancing, choreographing and teaching.

Kehau (Kashung) Martinez, B.A. communications '09, and Jon Martinez, B.A. business administration '11, celebrated their first wedding anniversary on Nov. 12. The couple met at Chapman in 2006 and five years later were married in Brea, Calif. Jon recently became a Marine aviator, while Kehau is an AADP-certified holistic health coach, specializing in thyroid and adrenal healing for women.

Traci Mueller, B.A. theatre and dance '01, began a new position in Chapman University Advancement department as assistant to the assistant vice president of operations and special projects coordinator.

Amy Munoz, B.A. psychology '08, got engaged to her boyfriend of nine years, Zachary Sanchez, in November.

Lindsay Newman, B.A. television and broadcast journalism '08, is engaged to Nicholas Zimmer. The couple will marry in December.

Archna Patel, MBA '06, is co-owner and designer of The Little Hummingbird, a children's apparel line based in Orange County and Los Angeles. Each year, the clothing line supports a different non-profit organization.

The day Vivian Sisskin '79 stepped into her first undergraduate psychology course she knew her future had been decided. It is this certainty that led her to graduate work at Chapman University and helped shape her 30-year career in speech pathology.

Recently Sisskin received the prestigious Fellowship of the Association award at the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association Convention, recognizing her for major contributions to the discipline as a teacher, pathologist, researcher and advocate.

The joy is "making lives better for those who fear speaking up," says Sisskin. "I want to give them confidence, give them a voice."

Sisskin's spirit for clinical service grew as she achieved her graduate degree in communicative disorders at Chapman. She gained valuable field experience working at local clinics and schools.

"The countless opportunities I was exposed to in the local community allowed me to develop a passion for working with people and to pursue a career that was clinically focused," she said.

Sisskin is a lecturer and clinical supervisor at the University of Maryland, where she conducts research and has made TV appearances shedding light on the media's false portrayal of stuttering. She also stays involved with direct clinical service, and has even worked with the children of her former students.

"I've truly learned as much from my clients as they've learned from me," she said.